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Abstract
The lack of standardised assessment of evolutionary knowledge and acceptance of evolution across 
Europe makes comparisons between studies difficult. The Evolution Education Questionnaire on  
Acceptance and Knowledge (EEQ) was constructed to measure attitudes and understanding 
across Europe and beyond. We aimed to compile a brief instrument to allow for easy application in 
school and university. The target group of the EEQ was freshman university students who had just  
finished their secondary education. However, several components of the questionnaire were developed 
and validated for additional target groups. Therefore, this questionnaire may, in addition, be suitable 
for students in secondary school, in-service teachers as well as the general public.

This method report describes the contents and application of the EEQ and provides information on 
survey conduction, data preparation, analyses and interpretation of results to serve as a standardised 
and ready-to-use protocol to measure the acceptance of and knowledge about evolution in a local, 
national or international context. To allow for sampling in different European countries, we present 
the EEQ in 23 European languages.

Keywords: evolution, acceptance of evolution, knowledge about evolution, cross-country survey,  
assessment, measurement, scientific literacy, creationism, Europe
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1. Aim of the Evolution Education Questionnaire on  
 Acceptance and Knowledge (EEQ)
Across Europe, a lack of standardised assessment of evolutionary knowledge and acceptance -  
and, therefore, a lack of reasonably comparable data - prevails (Kuschmierz et al., 2020a).  
In their systematic review, Kuschmierz et al. (2020a) revealed that only approximately one-third  
of all studies on acceptance and/or knowledge about evolution provided evidence for local validity 
and reliability.

The Evolution Education Questionnaire on Acceptance and Knowledge (EEQ) was constructed to 
measure attitudes and understanding across Europe and beyond. We aimed to compile a brief  
instrument to allow for easy application in school and university. Furthermore, the data analysis 
can be conducted without the efforts of content analysis since we almost exclusively implemented 
rating scales (attitudes towards evolution, religious faith and dualistic thinking) and multiple-choice 
questions (knowledge about evolution).

The EEQ was translated into many European languages (Fig. 1): Bulgarian, Croatian, Czech, Dutch, 
English (British), Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Latvian, Macedonian, Polish, 
Portuguese, Romanian, Serbian, Slovak, Slovenian, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish and Ukrainian. Versions 
of the EEQ in these languages are published with this report (see Appendices).

Figure 1: Countries for which translations of the EEQ are available.
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The target population of the EEQ are freshman university students who had just finished their  
secondary education. However, several components of the questionnaire were developed and 
validated for additional target groups (see Section 2). Therefore, this questionnaire may also be 
suitable for secondary school students in the 10th grade and above, undergraduates (biology  
majors and non-majors), in-service teachers and the general public.

By using the EEQ,

teachers and educators can assess their students’ knowledge about various evolutionary 
aspects of microevolution and macroevolution while identifying underlying misconceptions 
to make their teaching more efficient and expedient.

instructors can utilise a single assessment to provide a broad overview of students’  
knowledge regarding various aspects of evolution.

religious and non-religious persons can be surveyed.

instructors can distinguish between attitudes towards evolution in general, as well as attitudes 
towards the evolution of humans, including personality traits.

comparative studies (within or between country samples) can be achieved.

–  
 

– 

 
– 

– 

 
– 

2. Background and content of the questionnaire
To investigate the acceptance of evolution, knowledge about evolution and the relationship between 
these factors, as well as other factors (e.g. religious faith), across studies or countries, the instruments 
utilised should measure equivalent constructs (i.e. content validity). Furthermore, comparative  
analyses require appropriate evidence for validation in the local context of the single surveys or survey  
populations (AERA et al., 2014). In recent years, the debate concerning measurement issues in  
evolution education has accelerated, and researchers have continuously addressed it (e.g. Anderson 
et al., 2010; Barnes et al., 2019; Beniermann, 2019; Kuschmierz et al., 2020a; McCain & Kampourakis, 
2018; Mead et al., 2019; Nehm & Mead, 2019; Nehm & Schonfeld, 2008; Novick & Catley, 2012; Smith 
et al., 2016) These efforts are valuable since multiple challenges arise regarding measurement in 
evolution education research:

a) Inadequate definitions of key constructs
The key constructs in evolution education research, such as attitudes, acceptance, knowledge and 
understanding, are often not defined or inconsistently defined and used in publications, which may 
lead to different operationalisations (Ha et al., 2012; Konnemann et al., 2012; McCain & Kampourakis, 
2018). In accordance with Smith and Siegel (2016), we use the term knowledge when referring to 
measurement instruments that focus on content knowledge: ‘a student gains knowledge (via instruction, 
self-study, etc.), upon which she can build understanding’ (Smith & Siegel, 2016, p. 486). We use the 
term acceptance to describe a positive attitude towards evolution, while a negative attitude is called 
rejection (Beniermann, 2019).
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b) Application of diverse measurement instruments
Barnes et al. (2019) demonstrated that different evolution acceptance instruments may produce  
different results, even when applied to the same population. This reveals a potential bias when  
comparing research results derived from studies that employed different instruments to assess  
acceptance of evolution. In particular, acceptance is generally higher for 1) microevolution than for 
human evolution (Barnes et al., 2019), as well as for 2) evolution in general than for evolution of the 
human mind (Beniermann, 2019). Hence, these differences must be considered when measuring 
evolution acceptance (Kampourakis & Strasser, 2015; Rughiniş, 2011).

c) The multidimensionality of knowledge about evolution
Most instruments that aim to assess knowledge or understanding of evolution focus on single  
evolutionary constructs, mostly natural selection and related concepts (e.g. Concept Inventory of 
Natural Selection [CINS], Anderson et al., 2002). However, the authors of the current report see 
knowledge about evolution as a multidimensional construct; thus, results may be dependent on the 
evolutionary concept that is assessed (Kuschmierz et al., 2020b). In addition, Nehm and Ha (2011) 
illustrated that specific contexts evoke different types and magnitudes of key concepts of natural 
selection and alternative conceptions.

d) Measurement standards
The application of measurement standards (AERA et al., 2014) is crucial for instruments measuring 
evolutionary knowledge and acceptance (Mead et al., 2019). Mead et al. (2019) revealed validity and 
reliability issues for some often-used instruments. Additionally, most instruments are validated for 
only one specific population (Mead et al., 2019), and many studies only utilise parts or modified  
versions of published instruments (Kuschmierz et al., 2020a). These issues may affect an instrument’s 
ability to measure the intended construct (Mead et al., 2019).

The challenges above indicate the difficulty of comparing results gathered through the use of different  
instruments. Group comparisons - between students of different grades, people from different 
countries or even participants receiving different survey instructions - are only sound if comparable 
data is available for all compared groups. Therefore, it is essential to employ instruments for which 
there is supporting evidence to measure the same construct - or ideally even the same instrument - 
and to target similar sample groups to gain comparable data.

To enable sound comparative surveys, we compiled the Evolution Education Questionnaire on  
Acceptance and Knowledge (EEQ). The EEQ consists of several published scales for which evidence 
regarding local validity and reliability was provided. The scales utilised in the EEQ cover the topics 
of ‘knowledge about evolution’ (KAEVO 2.0; Kuschmierz et al., 2020b), ‘attitudes towards evolution’ 
(ATEVO; Beniermann, 2019), ‘religious faith’ (PERF; Beniermann, 2019) and ‘dualistic thinking’ (SD; 
Beniermann, 2019), as well as several socio-demographic questions. In the following sections, we 
describe the theoretical background behind these topics and the corresponding scales.
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2.1 The Knowledge About EVOlution (KAEVO 2.0) instrument

Research has consistently identified many aspects of evolution as being difficult to unders-
tand, e.g. the tremendous timespan of Earth’s history and the fact that evolution has no purpo-
se or direction (Catley & Novick, 2009; Gregory, 2009). Several studies have also shown that stu-
dents substitute non-scientific explanations for the mechanisms of evolution (e.g. Fiedler et 
al., 2017; Nehm et al., 2012). These misconceptions have a crucial impact on students’ learning, 
and their handling is the foundation for evolution education. Conceptions regarding aspects of  
evolution often do not differ arbitrarily between individuals (Gregory, 2009), and it is possible to 
identify and describe typical and recurring patterns and types of conceptions.

The existing literature includes several multiple-choice instruments to assess knowledge about  
evolution (e.g. Evolution Concept Test [ECT], Bishop & Anderson, 1990; Concept Inventory of Natural 
Selection [CINS], Anderson et al., 2002; Concept Assessment of Natural Selection [CANS], Kalinowski  
et al., 2016; Measure of Understanding of Macroevolution [MUM], Nadelson & Southerland, 2009;  
Genetic Drift Inventory [GeDI], Price et al., 2014; Evo-Devo Concept Inventory [EvoDevoCl], Perez et al., 
2013). These instruments differ concerning the examined evolutionary concepts and the target groups.

The Knowledge About Evolution (KAEVO) 2.0 instrument (Kuschmierz et al., 2020b) contains various 
aspects of evolution that address microevolution and macroevolution. Building upon KAEVO 1.0  
(Beniermann, 2019), the development of KAEVO 2.0 extended and modified the instrument based on 
aspects of validity (AERA et al., 2014).

KAEVO 2.0 contains aspects of evolution that high school students should know. The development 
of the questionnaire was based on a curricula and textbook analysis to address content validity, and 
European experts in the fields of biology education and evolutionary biology reviewed the instrument 
(Kuschmierz et al., 2020b).

KAEVO 2.0 was then pre-tested in an assessment of high school and university undergraduate  
students’ evolution knowledge. The instrument consists of three parts with different answer  
formats: A) multiple-choice questions, B) wrong/false questions and C) time scale questions in an 
open response format. The instrument covers the concepts of biological fitness, deep time, heredity, 
human evolution, mutations, natural selection and phylogenetics.

The KAEVO 2.0 is intended to be an ‘allrounder’ among instruments measuring knowledge about 
evolution, as it covers different concepts of evolution. Furthermore, evidence was provided that  
KAEVO 2.0 is suitable for various target groups (high school and university undergraduate students 
in biology-related and non-biology-related fields of study; Kuschmierz et al., 2020b). All data and 
analyses are available in Kuschmierz et al. (2020b).
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2.2 The Attitudes Towards EVOlution (ATEVO) scale

The acceptance of evolution is mostly assessed using the MATE (Measure of Acceptance of the Theory  
of Evolution) scale (Rutledge & Warden, 1999). However, some indications suggest that the MATE 
scale is not suitable for all ages and educational levels (Wagler & Wagler, 2013). Furthermore,  
distinguishing between knowledge about evolution and attitudes towards evolution is difficult using 
the MATE scale (Konnemann et al., 2012). Moreover, the MATE scale includes questions referring to 
religious faith and/or creationism, which may be a problematic compound, at least in more secular 
populations (Beniermann, 2019).

The Attitudes Towards EVOlution (ATEVO) scale (Beniermann, 2019) consists of eight rating scale items 
organised into two subscales with four items each. The subscales reflect attitudes towards evolution in 
general (ATEVO-EG) and attitudes towards evolution of the human mind (e.g. consciousness, personality  
traits; ATEVO-EM). This focus on acceptance of the evolution of cognitive mechanisms in humans  
refers to the philosophical position of evolutionary epistemology (Popper, 1985; Wuketits, 1990).  
The assumption that cognitive abilities, culture and moral concepts have evolved is widely shared  
within the scientific community (Henrich & McElreath, 2003) and can be deduced from knowledge  
about the evolutionary history of humans: “From the fact of (human) evolution it inevitably follows that  
(human) mental capacities, our cognitive and knowledge capacities, result from evolutionary processes”  
(Wuketits, 1990, p. 33). In evolutionary epistemology it is considered that the organic evolution provides  
the preconditions for any cultural evolution (Popper, 1985). This position, which results from  
evolutionary theory may be hard to accept even for non-religious people (Voland, 2010), which was 
empirically shown in the USA (Paz-y-Miño-C & Espinosa, 2012) and Germany (Beniermann, 2019). 

The development of the ATEVO scale commenced with an item pool of existing instruments (e.g. 
Astley & Francis, 2010; Ingram & Nelson, 2006; Johnson & Peeples, 1987; Lombrozo et al., 2008; 
Rutledge & Warden, 1999; Taber et al., 2011), as well as theoretical considerations concerning items 
that aim to measure attitudes towards evolution of the human mind (Beniermann, 2019). To further 
ensure content validity, experts from the fields of biology, biology education and biophilosophy,  
as well as people holding divergent views on evolution (creationists, naturalists and theologists), 
were asked to review and evaluate the items and offer feedback regarding the comprehensibility and  
operationalisation of the construct. Thus, the collection of items was subsequently selected, supplemented 
and refined in consultation with these experts.

The clause ‘Personally, I think that…’ introduces each item to ensure that participants know that this 
part of the questionnaire is about their personal opinions on evolution (rather than their knowledge 
about evolution or the scientific consensus’ perspective on evolution). Another criterion applied to 
the operationalisation was the linguistic and content-related adequacy of instructions and items, 
especially for younger learners. For this purpose, pre-tests with high school students (N = 142; 13 to 
20 years) were conducted to ensure validity of answer processes (AERA et al., 2014).

Evidence for local validity and reliability for the ATEVO scale was shown based on four studies  
(Ntotal = 9,311; Beniermann, 2019). Survey populations differed across the four studies, which further 
ensures that the ATEVO scale is a suitable instrument to measure attitudes towards evolution for 
groups of different ages and education, for the general public and for explicitly non-religious people. 
The populations for the four studies (Beniermann, 2019) were as follows: an unsystematic sample of 
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the general public (EGl study), four subgroups with diverse levels of biology education (high school 
seventh grade, high school 10-11th grade, university students and pre-service teachers; EWi study), 
a representative German sample (RED study) and participants with no religious affiliation (EKI study). 
Reliability for ATEVO, as well as for the two subscales, was good in all studies. Principal component 
analyses (PCA) revealed that an expectedly two-dimensional structure of the ATEVO scale was suitable 
in most of the samples. For the EGl study, however, the PCA revealed a one-dimensional structure, 
reflecting the observation that the size of the difference between acceptance of evolution and acceptance 
of evolutionary epistemology varies across survey populations (Beniermann, 2019).

Thus, evidence demonstrates that the ATEVO scale is suitable for different target groups (high school 
and university undergraduate students, in-service teachers and the general public; Beniermann, 
2019). All data and analyses are available in German in Beniermann (2019).

2.3 The PErsonal Religious Faith (PERF) and Short Dualism (SD) scales

In addition to the KAEVO 2.0 and ATEVO scales, the EEQ incorporates two more scales to assess  
respondents’ religious faith (Personal Religious Faith [PERF]; Beniermann, 2019) and dualistic thinking  
(Short Dualism [SD]; Beniermann, 2019). Their development was based on the same measurement 
standards and procedure described above for the ATEVO scale.

The 10 items of the PERF scale focus on respondents’ personal religious beliefs, addressing different 
aspects of monotheistic faith and behaviour. Meanwhile, the SD scale measures the degree to which 
people favour dualistic theories of mind. This scale is a shortened (five items) and modified version 
of Stanovich’s Dualism scale (Stanovich, 1989). All items utilise a five-point rating scale.

Evidence reveals that the PERF and SD scales are suitable for different target groups (high school 
and university undergraduate students, in-service teachers and the general public; Beniermann, 
2019). All data and analyses on validity and reliability are available in German in Beniermann (2019).

3. Survey conduction
To facilitate the aim of the initial survey (Kuschmierz et al., 2021) - to survey freshmen university 
students directly within university courses and thereby maintain greater control over the surveyed group  
and assessment situation - the EEQ was constructed for application as a pen-and-paper questionnaire.

 a) Instructors who wish to produce data that is comparable to Kuschmierz et al. (2021)  
 should utilise the following guidelines:

Sample freshman university students. It is important to survey the students,  
if possible, shortly after they have finished their secondary education.

Ensure that participants are neither currently attending nor have already attended  
an evolutionary biology university course.

–  
 

–  



Instructors can, of course, aim for other target groups or survey settings but should remain aware  
that data will not be directly comparable to that of the initial study that employed the EEQ  
(Kuschmierz et al., in 2021).

 b) Instructors who wish to apply the EEQ in different contexts should utilise the
following guidelines:

The assessment of socio-demographic data can be adjusted.

The single scales and instruments of the EEQ (KAEVO 2.0, ATEVO, PERF and SD) can 
be used separately and selectively (e.g. only KAEVO 2.0 and ATEVO) based on the  
instructor’s needs.

The three parts of the KAEVO 2.0 (A, B and C) can be used separately based on the 
instructor’s needs.

The EEQ can be transferred to an online format. However, the items in KAEVO 2.0, 
Part C are not directly transferrable. Therefore, the best option is to use a slide bar.

Depending on the country or region where the survey is conducted, instructors 
might aim to survey multiple areas to account for variation in the geographical  
distribution of denominations and other variables.
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Infobox 1: Biology-related university programmes.

• Agricultural sciences
• Anatomical sciences
• Biochemistry
• Bioinformatics
• Biology education
• Biomedical sciences
• Biophysics
• Biotechnology
• Cellular biology
• Ecology
• Environmental management
• Environmental protection
• Environmental sciences
• Evolutionary biology

• General biology
• Genetics
• Immunology
• Life science
• Medicine
• Microbiology
• Molecular biology
• Natural sciences
• Nursing college
• Nutrition science
• Pharmacology and toxicology
• Physiology and related sciences
• Veterinary medicine

Focus on students who are enrolled in a biology-related university programme, 
or divide the population between students from a biology-related university  
programme and those from a non-biology-related university programme.  
We defined the university programmes in Infobox 1 as biology-related university  
programmes. However, this list is not exhaustive.

–  

– 

–  

 
 
–  

–  

– 
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Infobox 2: Instructions for survey conductors.

Instructions for survey conductors:

The aim of our study is to measure attitudes towards and understanding of evolution  
across Europe. We survey freshmen students to gather insight regarding their upper 
secondary education learning outcomes. The results of this survey will provide a more 
detailed understanding of the reasons for  acceptance or rejection of evolution and  
relations between various factors.

It is important that the students follow your instructions and work alone, so please 
be very clear and strict. Additionally, please refrain from answering student questions  
regarding the questionnaire. If the students do not understand a question, they 
should write their problem beside the question in the questionnaire.

If you notice any conspicuous behaviour or special occurrences, please take note and 
inform the principal investigator about them.

Completing the questionnaire should take approximately 30 minutes.

Please provide students with the following instructions:

1. This questionnaire has been developed in the context of European research on  
evolution. Of course, the survey will be anonymous, and we will treat the data with care.

2. The questionnaire is printed double-sided.

3. Unless otherwise stated in the question, check only one answer per question.

4. Please work alone.

5. Please read all instructions carefully before answering the questions.

6. In Sections A, B and C, which are about knowledge, please mark what you think 
is the scientifically accurate point of view.

7. If you do not know the correct answer, please mark ‘I don’t know’. Do not guess 
an answer or copy it from a neighbour.

8. Thank you in advance for your cooperation.

To ensure comparable survey situations, survey instructions are provided for instructors who  
conduct the EEQ surveys in classrooms or university courses (see Infobox 2).

4. Data preparation and application of statistical analyses
4.1 Data preparation

If applied as a pen-and-paper survey, the results of the EEQ must be digitised. For this purpose,  
we constructed a spreadsheet for data entry (see Appendix 8.25). Within the spreadsheet, a legend  
explains the method for transferring all questionnaire answers to the spreadsheet (e.g. which  
numbers represent which denominations). This legend should also be used when converting the 
EEQ to a digital survey for online administration.
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The items of the KAEVO 2.0 instrument can be coded in three ways, depending on the objective of 
the analysis:

 a) Focus on all items to create a knowledge score:

Items are coded based on the scientific accuracy of the chosen answer, with participants 
who stated that they did not know the answer and those who offered incorrect answers 
combined:

Correct answer: 1

All incorrect answers and ‘don’t know’ responses: 0

This method may be employed to display the results of the entire instrument as a KAEVO 
2.0 score and for the KAEVO 2.0 subscales (see calculation instructions), respectively, and 
to calculate correlations with other variables.

 b) Focus on single items regarding scientific accuracy:

Items are coded based on the scientific accuracy of the chosen answer while distinguishing  
between participants who stated that they did not know the answer and those who  
offered incorrect answers:

Correct answer: 1

All incorrect answers: 2

‘Don’t know’ responses: 3

This method may be employed to display the results of single items.

 c) Focus on single items regarding misconceptions:

Items are coded based on the different misconceptions represented in the chosen  
answers; participants who stated that they did not know the answer are combined in an 
additional category:

Assign one number to each misconception and code answers based on their 
inclusion of any misconception(s).

Assign an additional category for ‘Do not know’ responses.

This method may be used to display the results of single items while emphasising the 
share of participants holding specific misconceptions.

See Appendix 8.24 for a questionnaire version with solutions for all KAEVO 2.0 items.

The EEQ contains several items that are reverse-worded (e.g. expressing rejection of evolution,  
while most items of the scale express acceptance of evolution). These negatively worded items must 
be recoded after data entry. In general, all rating scales (Parts D-F) are coded as 1-5 (agree-disagree). 

– 

–  

– 

–  

– 

–  

– 



4.2 Calculation instructions
To interpret the results and provide a foundation for further analyses, we built individual scores for 
every measured parameter. To build a score for the KAEVO 2.0 instrument, apply the data preparation  
described in 4.1a.

For ATEVO, SD and PERF scores, we summed the individual scores of all items (1–5) on the respective 
scale. ATEVO scores range from 8–40 (while scores of ATEVO subscales range from 4–20), PERF scores 
range from 10–50 and SD scores range from 5–25.

For ATEVO, SD and PERF scale reliability analyses, Cronbach’s α should be applied to ensure local 
instrument reliability. For KAEVO 2.0, reliability analyses cannot be applied because the KAEVO 
2.0 instrument represents several evolutionary biology concepts (see Kuschmierz et al., 2020b).  
We recommend conducting a reliability analysis via Cronbach’s α for the four items regarding  
evolutionary adaptation and natural selection (Items A1, A3, A5 and A6).
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High scores indicate a strong manifestation of the respective trait (D: high dualistic thinking; E: high 
acceptance of evolution; F: high personal religious faith).

Therefore, the following items require recoding:

SD scale: D1, D3

ATEVO scale: E1, E2, E3, E5, E6, E7

PERF scale: all items (F1-F10)

The same is true for two rating scale items that assess socio-demographic data and are coded as  
1-5 (Item 5) or 1-7 (Item 8). Therefore, the following items require recoding:

Socio-demographic data: Item 5

Socio-demographic data: Item 8

Exclusion criteria:

Since we aimed to measure students’ upper secondary education learning outcomes in our initial  
pan-European comparative study (Kuschmierz et al., 2021), we applied strict data exclusion  
criteria to maintain focus on freshmen university students. Including students who were too old or 
whose graduation was long ago could have impacted the results. For researchers who aim to collect 
data comparable to our survey data, we recommend the same exclusion criteria:

Exclude cases with an age of > 25 years

Exclude cases with graduation from upper secondary school > 2 years before completing the 
questionnaire

Exclude countries with N < 150

– 

– 

– 

– 

–  

– 

–  

– 



We also recommend testing the dimensionality of the single constructs within the EEQ. The evolutionary  
concepts within KAEVO 2.0 represent separate factors of the construct ‘knowledge about evolution’.  
To test for local validity of these dimensions, confirmatory factor analyses may be conducted according  
to Kuschmierz et al. (2020b).

Depending on the sampling group, the ATEVO scale can either reveal a one- or two-dimensional 
structure (Beniermann, 2019). Therefore, we recommend conducting principal component analyses 
(PCA) to test for dimensionality before conducting further statistical analyses. If two dimensions  
result, these dimensions should represent the two ATEVO subscales, which reflect distinct constructs. 
However, this division into two distinct constructs is only expected when a majority of the survey 
population differs in their views on evolution in general compared to their views on evolutionary 
epistemology (Beniermann, 2019). When performing correlational and multivariate analyses, PCA results 
can inform decisions to combine item values into one score for the whole scale (PCA one-dimensional)  
or to maintain two separate scores for both subscales (PCA two-dimensional).

The PCA of the SD and PERF scales should, in both cases, reveal a one-dimensional structure.

To test relations between the constructs within the EEQ, correlation or regression analyses of the 
scale scores may be applied.

To illustrate the results of the whole sample stemming from KAEVO-C 2.0 (deep time tasks 1 and 
2), we suggest employing heat maps (see Fig. 2). To prepare the heat map, divide the timeline into 
29 sections, with a length of 9 mm each. While the entire timeline represents the age of the Earth  
(about 4.54 billion years), one section reflects about 158.6 million years. The frequencies of the data 
for each millimetre of the time axis are reflected by the colours in the heat map. Thus, the heat maps 
display participants’ perceptions about the existence of dinosaurs and humans in a colour gradient.
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Figure 2: Heat map example for deep time tasks 1 and 2 (Kuschmierz et al., 2020b). A heat map (total length: 
26 cm) ranging from green (no answers in this section) to red (greatest number of answers in this section).  
The scientifically accurate classification is indicated by the black arrows (the existence of humans: 25.9 cm 
[200,000 years ago] – today; the existence of dinosaurs: 24.7 cm [235 m years ago] – 25.6 cm [65 m years ago]).

Origin of the earth Today

Biology undergraduates
Non-biology undergraduates

High school students

Phase of existence of dinosaurs on earth

Origin of the earth Today

Biology undergraduates
Non-biology undergraduates

High school students

Phase of existence of humans on earth
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4.3 Interpretation of results

Previous studies have published suggestions for interpreting the results for all constructs within the EEQ.

Table 1 displays suggestions for interpreting scores from the KAEVO 2.0 instrument and its subscale 
scores based on score categories. Score categories facilitate comparisons between different data 
sets. Variations in the interpretations of the results for the KAEVO 2.0 subscales stem from the fact 
that the true/false items of KAEVO-B 2.0 have a high guessing rate.

Table 1: Score categories for KAEVO 2.0, KAEVO-A 2.0 and KAEVO-B 2.0 (based on Kuschmierz et al., 2020b).

KAEVO 2.0 score  
(whole scale)

KAEVO-A subscale 
score

KAEVO-B subscale 
score

Interpretation

23–24 12 12 High knowledge

19–22 10–11 11 Rather high knowledge

15–18 8–9 9–10 Moderate knowledge

11–14 6–7 7–8 Low knowledge

0–10 0–5 0–6 Very low knowledge

KAEVO-C 2.0 provides a more qualitative measure for participants’ perceptions of deep time. In  
previous studies, most students situated all three events (the phase of the existence of humans on  
Earth, the phase of the existence of dinosaurs on Earth and the origin of life on Earth) far too early in  
the history of Earth. Displaying the results from these tasks within heat maps makes it possible to  
evaluate whether participants place these events in the correct relative order and how they estimate 
the scale of time between them. In contrast to multiple-choice scales, this timeline without absolute 
dates allows participants to express conceptions of deep time events.

Score categories for the interpretation of results for the ATEVO, PERF and SD scales are displayed in 
Tables 2–4.

Table 2: Score categories for ATEVO and subscales ATEVO-EM and -EG (based on Beniermann, 2019).

ATEVO score (whole scale) ATEVO score (subscales) Interpretation

35–40 18–20 Acceptance

29–34 15–17 Rather acceptance

20–28 10–14 Indifferent position

14–19 7–9 Rather rejection

8–13 4–6 Rejection
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Table 3: Score categories for SD scale (based on Beniermann, 2019).

SD score Interpretation

22–25 Strong dualistic thinking

18–21 Dualistic thinking

13–17 Indifferent position

9–12 Monistic thinking

5–8 Strong monistic thinking

Table 4: Score categories for PERF scale (based on Beniermann, 2019).

PERF score Interpretation

43–50 High religious faith

35–42 Rather high religious faith

26–34 Indifferent position

18–25 Low religious faith

10–17 Very low religious faith

5. Further information on limitations and possible future  
 adjustments
To increase the consistency and clarity of the questionnaire and its application, we collected  
suggestions regarding limitations and possible future adjustments of the questionnaire and its  
administration from all authors. In the following sections, we present information regarding issues 
of content, translation and administration.

5.1 Content and translations of the EEQ
Since the content of the KAEVO 2.0 is based on the German biology curriculum (see Kuschmierz et al., 
2020b), the instrument may not address some concepts of evolutionary biology that are of interest  
for educators (e.g. genetic drift, special focus on human evolution). Future versions of the KAEVO 
could include additional concepts of evolutionary biology while maintaining the initial structure and 
content of the instrument.
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For additional translations, it is helpful to compare existing translations to identify cases in which 
the translators speak several languages. In most cases, for the presented translations, we employed  
the method of translation/back-translation and subsequent discussion between translators.  
For some languages, the Translation–Review–Adjudication–Pre-test–Documentation (TRAPD) method  
(European Social Survey, 2014) was applied. For future translations, we recommend using the TRAPD 
method since it is generally more suitable to identify problematic translations (Harkness, 2003).

Questions regarding socio-demographic data vary between countries due to country-specific  
differences (e.g. adapting to official terms for religious denominations). Depending on the country, 
survey group and aim of the study, the socio-demographic data may be adapted further.

Other specific translation issues include the following:

The Dutch translation of ‘mind’ (i.e., ‘geest’) in the SD scale has a connotation of something  
supernatural. There is, however, no more suitable alternative in Dutch.

The word ‘ape’ in Item B3 is not directly translatable to Greek. The Greek translation interprets 
the term ‘ape’ as ‘monkey’ (i.e., ‘πίθηκος’), but the language lacks a more appropriate term.

The Spanish name for banded snails is lengthy and can be misleading (i.e., ‘caracoles’);  
therefore, we used the translation for ‘snails’ instead of ‘banded snails’.

–  

–  

– 

5.2 Administration of the EEQ
Depending on the setting, online administration of the questionnaire may be more suitable.  
The advantages of online administration include greater sustainability and lower costs. Online  
administration may also facilitate the involvement of other educators or even countries. On the 
other hand, it may be more difficult for instructors to motivate students and ensure that they  
concentrate when they complete the survey at home. In addition, it is more difficult to ensure that 
only the target group completes the questionnaire. Most of these problems could be solved via  
online questionnaire administration in a controlled setting (in school or university during teaching 
time with someone supervising), where possible.

For researchers who aim for group comparisons, we emphasise including a balance of biology-related  
and non-biology-related students in the sample population. For a comparative survey between 
countries, the ratio of the biology-related and non-biology-related students should be more or less 
equal across all countries in the sample. An alternative approach could focus on only one special  
interest group (e.g. only biology or biology-related students). In any case, it is advisable to specify  
the group of ‘non-biology university students’ since differences may exist between and among 
non-biology students from scientific fields of study (e.g. chemistry, geology) and non-biology  
students from non-scientific fields of study (e.g. law, theology).
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